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When Short-Term Markets Conflict With Your Long-Term View
HIGHLIGHTS
• Recent risk market rally is

Short-term markets trending against the longer-term outlook present meaningful challenges about
the “beginning” of macro turning points juxtaposed against the persistent mini-cycles since 2009.
Investors want to maintain conviction, but they also must remain flexible in a rapidly evolving global

not sustainable, in our

investing environment. We face this landscape today. As we send this August update, though, our

opinion

longer-term outlook remains intact despite recent weeks’ events.

• Rally began with hopes of
Fed rescuing weakening
economy
• News void during

The US economy remains mired in a “recovery” far weaker than expected 3 years after the
technical bottom of the stock market. We are all aware of the symptoms of this persistence - weak
housing, high unemployment, tentative equity prices, etc. But what's really going on? In our view,
consumers, investors, and decision makers lack confidence that commitments made today will

European Holiday season

result in productive returns in the future. Couple that with the absolute need for risk-based capital to

helped sustain market

absorb the excess leverage created by governments and individuals over the past decades, and the

momentum

world indeed experiences a perfect storm of malaise. The most visible examples of confidence

• European problems far

killers are the persistent partisanship of our elected officials and the gamesmanship of European
leaders. Now many running for political office use blame and conflict tactics solely for the sake of

from solved, US economy

winning an election. What ever happened to National Unity? It's not our intent to digress into

still fragile

political statements, but rather to observe how divisive behaviors directly impact society's
confidence level and its desire to invest productively for the future. We could site a range of
economic stats to support our perspective, but in the end our outlook suggests slow growth, low
interest rates, and weak “risk market” prices until unity and confidence return.
However, recent market activity is running contrary to this longer-term view. Equity prices have
sustained some momentum (S&P up 7+% since early June), challenging the top end of a price
channel established since late May. European equities have rallied, with French and German
markets both up over 13% since late June. Commodity prices, namely oil, have pushed to the
highest levels seen in months, with West Texas Crude up almost 20% from June lows, now trading
in the mid-$90’s. After stubbornly holding fast during the early stages of this risk rally, Treasuries
have finally given ground. The yield on the 10 year rose almost 0.5% from lows seen in late July
before recently pulling back, with Muni yields largely following suit.
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As we have seen many times over the past several years, we view this recent activity as an
unsustainable mini-cycle with weak foundation. We believe that the current glimpse of optimism
will be short-lived and give way to longer-term trends. Looking below the surface of unfolding
behavior reveals a rally with questionable-at-best sustainability.
For one, the rally in European stocks comes amid a news void (holiday season) and is widely
attributed to broad short covering. It is notable that the Euro has been particularly slow to join in
the trend, trading lower through June and most of July before finally beginning to rebound in

“Our longer-term

August. The European equities bounce has been pronounced, but currency behavior suggests

outlook remains

view that Europe is still quite far from meaningful resolution to its own longer-term challenges.

intact despite

and Germany is by no means on board with some of the most aggressive proposals for central

recent market

will outweigh solutions, reversing recent the global “confidence” mini-cycle.

that capital flows are slow and reluctant to stream into the continent. This is consistent with our
Italian and Spanish bond yields remain on the verge of levels traditionally viewed as “distressed,”
bank purchase of distressed debt. Once the headlines pick back up, we anticipate that infighting

activity.”
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The underpinning for the current US equity rally is also shaky, in our opinion. The initial stage of
this recent trend was born largely on the concept that economic data was “so bad it’s good.” Recall
the June payroll report (May 2012 period), which fell well short of expectations, revised the
previous month’s report downward, and actually indicated an uptick in the unemployment rate from
8.1% to 8.2%. This came at the very beginning of the current market rally. The market began to
hope that poor economic data would send the Fed to the rescue with further stimulus. And so as a
mixed bag of economic indicators trickled out through the summer, including yet another
disappointing jobs number in July (June 2012 period), the market maintained its legs. Momentum
built up, not supported by economic health and confidence, but because markets readily dismissed,
nay embraced, bad news. We, however, continue to view this perverse risk assessment as
Pollyanna short-term arbitrage. As we look ahead to the next few months, we think the Fed is
unlikely to pursue aggressive new policy in the run up to the November election, lest the Fed
appear politically motivated. We expect that the sustainability of this mini-cycle will be short-lived
as the market digests the likelihood that the “Bernanke put” may be off the table for a few months.
Largely overlooked in recent weeks has been a mixed-at-best second quarter earnings season that
included some sizable misses. Despite the fact that a majority of companies reported higher
earnings compared to a year ago, the magnitude of those that reported to the downside was
enough to cause overall net negative earnings for the S&P 500. Corporate America has endured
this bleak recovery period through ringing every drop of efficiency out of its workforce, but it looks
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like that cushion is drying up. Without sufficient top line growth, corporate earnings may continue
to taper off, further challenging sustainable economic and risk market momentum.
Finally, recent oil price increases have been largely attributed to depleted inventories. However,
Department of Energy information suggests that falling inventories are not the result of greater
demand, but of declining production in recent weeks. While some capacity has been taken offline
due to fires and seasonal management, we could be witnessing production plans based on
anticipated lower demand later this year. This dynamic is the worst of both worlds – higher prices at
the pump without broader economic activity, namely higher incomes, to support them.

“The underpinning

Because this current rally is not driven by sustainable confidence in future economic conditions or

for
the current risk
	
  

improved standards of living, we believe this will be yet another in a series of mini-cycles. Once the

market rally is

closer to the election, we expect the prospects of Fed inaction and the crescendo of concerns over

European story makes its way back into the headlines, we expect the markets to react. As we get
the “fiscal cliff” will also weigh on the confidence now buoying the markets.

shaky, in our
opinion.”

Imagining Another Direction
One of the many shortcomings plaguing investors leading up to the 2008 financial crisis (and
known now with the benefit of hindsight) was a failure of imagination driven by excessive
confidence. Too few questioned the sustainability of home price trajectory, and even fewer
recognized how fragile and highly correlated financial markets would ultimately prove in the wake of
a housing correction. When making our assessments, we are careful to ask, “What haven’t we
thought of?”
Let’s paint an alternate, more promising scenario. Let’s assume European leaders unexpectedly
get their act together and come out of September with some concrete backstops from stronger
states and compromises out of weaker states. Domestically, our election produces an
environment conducive to optimism that pervades all types of decision makers. Economic activity
picks up as confidence improves, and we end up well on our way to the next rate cycle. We view
this chain of events as unlikely, but we will continue to monitor markets as they unfold.

Positioning Within Short-Term Market Vacillations
Our longer-term perspective remains intact: economic recovery remains elusive, and a low rate
environment will persist. This means that we are managing to a long-of-benchmark duration and
maturity profile across strategies. However, as short-term opportunities and risks emerge, we will
manage around these fluctuations within the goals, flexibility, and design of each of our strategies
and mandates.
Intermediate Municipal
As higher Treasury yields led the way for a correction to Muni yields, we eased back on extension
trades where short maturities were sold to acquire longer dated paper. At current improved yield
levels, we are looking for opportunities to re-establish longer maturities at higher yields. We
continue to seek out-of-state opportunities to diversify state-specific portfolios with prudent
positions that offer yield enhancement. Most importantly, our credit efforts remain front-and-center
as select California cities join the ranks of high profile issuers facing fiscal challenges.
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Short Maturity – Municipal and Taxable
The front end of the curve has experienced far more muted volatility, as short-maturity bond yields

	
  
continue
to be dictated by Fed policy. While the 10-Year Treasury yield has fluctuated by almost

.5% since June lows, we have seen less than a .1% move in 2-Year yields. We have maintained a
steady course of deliberate yield enhancement through revenue (Muni strategies) and corporate
and taxable municipal (Taxable strategies) allocations, combating the steady roll towards maturity
that short portfolios experience.
Intermediate Taxable
Within our Intermediate Taxable strategies, we have recently taken advantage of the higher yield
environment by rolling several of our Treasury and Agency positions into longer maturities. We
continue to seek opportunities to extend corporate positions in favored finance and industrial
names, and we are always on the lookout for appropriate taxable municipal purchases that offer
attractive risk adjusted return prospects.
Managed ETF
Our Managed ETF strategies allow us to nimbly reposition weightings and exposures as the market
evolves. As this current rally has unfolded, we have traded back into High Yield and Investment
Grade Corporate ETFs positioning portfolios to capture anticipated spread compression. Within
our Managed Tactical Blend Strategy, our overweight to Municipal bonds served us well while
Treasuries underperformed. We have since unwound the Muni overweight in favor of a slight
overweight to the Taxable market, expecting a normalization of relationships from here. We remain
at a zero weighting for International exposure, expecting the next news out of Europe to again
weigh on currency and credit returns for the Continent.
For our strategies that are designed to manage around shorter-term market trends, we have tried to
position towards a slightly more aggressive allocation that will take advantage of the spread
compression that tends to coincide with rallies. For strategies designed to be more deliberate, we
are positioned for opportunities to re-enter a market with improved yield opportunities, having
paused slightly as rates rose in recent weeks.
We continue to carefully monitor unfolding developments and align all strategies with our longerterm outlook, which remains intact. Fundamentally, business, government, and individual decision
makers continue to operate with a void of confidence driven by worldwide political gridlock. For
these core reasons, we do not yet see the foundation for a sustainable path toward higher levels of
economic activity.

Please remember that past performance may not be indicative of future results. Different types of investments involve varying
degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that the future performance of any specific investment, investment strategy, or
product made reference to directly or indirectly in this piece, will be profitable , equal any corresponding indicated historical
performance level(s), or be suitable for your portfolio. Due to various factors, including changing market conditions , the content
may no longer be reflective of current opinions or positions. Moreover, you should not assume that any discussion of
information contained in this piece serves as the receipt of, or as a substitute for, personalized advice from Caprin Asset
Management. To the extent that a reader has any questions regarding the applicability to their situation of any specific issue
discussed above, they are encouraged to consult with the professional advisor of their choosing. A copy of our current written
disclosure statement discussing our advisory services and fees is available for review upon request.

